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Structure



Fermionic systems 

♪ the associated thermal action for the nonrelativistic problem

♪ the symmetry of the action:

♪ BCS – model:

♪ Large spin cold fermions:                           

Atom Species Nuclear spin Symmetry Scatt. Length 

171Yb 1/2 -0.15 nm

173Yb 5/2 10.55 nm

87Sr 9/2 5.09 nm

Kitagawa et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. (2008)

de Escobar et al., Phys. Rev. A (2008)

Gorshkov, Nature Phys (2014)
Wu, Physics (2012)



The Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling
1. The Cooper channel:

The Swinger equations show:

In two component systems            , and thus                   . The nonzero value of               determines 

a gap in the spectrum of electrons in the BCS model. 

2. The spin-density channel:

The Swinger equations show:

The magnetization of the system in the case            : 



Integration over fermionic fields
1. The Cooper channel (superfluidity):

Expanding the action in fields and derivatives one obtains the leading infra-red (IR) term:

2.    The spin-density channel (magnetism): 

Mean field outcomes 

For the model (1) we obtained the second 

order phase transition at               for all N.

Attraction             may lead to superfluidity 

For the model (2) we obtained the second 

order phase transition at               for  N = 2.

Repulsion            may lead to magnetism

Kalagov et al., Nucl. Phys. B 
(2016)



The first order phase transition 

In the case N > 2, the action 

contains the cubic term, and systems manifests the first order phase transition.

3/2-spin particles (N = 4)  

Atomic species                                                               Symmetry breaking 

Phase transition at nonzero value of                           , namely                                       . 

The pure cubic model:   4-loop RG analysis  Gracey, Phys. Rev. D (2017)

Wu, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2006)
Burkhardt, Phys. Rev. Lett. (1991)

Ruegg, Phys. Rev. D (1980)



The field model with an adjoint field 

the stability conditions 



Phase portrait (one-loop)

There are no IR stable fixed points. The model losses stability: the free energy is not bounded from below.  



Loop corrections to the free energy



Fluctuation induced first order phase 
transition

The fluctuation driven first order phase transition in

SU(N > 2) symmetric model with an adjoint field is

established.



Disadvantages of perturbation 
expansions

Lipatov (1970s)

The 5-loop RG analysis + Borel resummation

based on the obtained HOA in the model

did not qualitatively alter one-loop findings.

Kalagov et al., Nucl. Phys. B (2016)



The nonperturbative RG (NPRG)

Knowledge of the free energy is a solution of the problem.

Wetterich (1990s): 

Construct a functional that interpolates

between an action S at the UV limit and

the full free energy at the IR limit.

suppresses slow modes



The effective average action

second derivative matrix

1. The Wetterich equation is exact but

not exactly solvable.

2.   A wide used approximation –

the field and derivative expansion.

3.   The cutoff function may have an 

arbitrary shape that meets the

necessary conditions.

4. Numerical outcomes weakly depend 

on the cutoff.



The field and derivative expansion

Litim, Phys. Rev. D (2001)

the flow equation



The full flow equation



Results of numerical solution



Preliminary conclusions  



Dynamical critical behaviour

1. Ising model

2. liquid –vapor critical point

3. binary mixture etc.
noize



Turbulent motion



Effective model

Vasiliev , The Field Theoretic 
Renormalization Group in Critical 
Behavior Theory and Stochastic 
Dynamics (2004)



Results

Antonov, Phys. Rev. E  (2009)



Conclusion



Conclusion
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